The Weekly Advanced Forecast Report for

Joe Doe
This report was generated from parsing your Advanced Forecast Report (by Ronco, Jawer, and Hajjar) in
order to find the aspects of influence for the following time period. The information is grouped in four
sections: Influences within the week, influences that start during the week, influences that end during the week
and influences that span more than the week. Aspects that have a peak influence during the week are
highlighted. Basic sorting is by aspect start date.
Monday April 29 to Sunday May 5, 2019.

Influences contained within the week
April 30 to May 2, 2019 (2 days) peaking Wednesday

Sun Sxtil Jup

Agreements, contracts, and joining your efforts with others will work out very much to your advantage now. A
friend or person in authority may offer help or present an opportunity which will benefit you now or in the
future. Also, you will reap rewards later for the generosity and aid you extend to others at this time.
April 30 to May 2, 2019 (2 days) peaking Wednesday

Ven Qucnx Ura

You find it stressful to balance needs for freedom and independence with needs for love and intimate
companionship. You really behave quite oddly or aloof right now which will put others off considerably thus
affording you the space you need, but at a cost. You are also attracted to the exotic, offbeat, unusual, or bizarre
at this time. People or things which might offend your senses at other times now arouse your appreciation and
interest. This will not be a boring time if you can help it! But it is apt to be a tense time if you are in a close,
bonded relationship.
May 1 to May 3, 2019 (2 days) peaking Thursday

Ven Oppos Plu

An intense emotional or sexual attraction, a very revealing, intimate encounter, or a powerful desire to be
close to and share your deepest feelings with someone is very likely now. Emotions and issues in a close
relationship that have been brewing beneath the surface for quite awhile come to the surface at this time,
possibly in a very disruptive way. All of your relationships intensify and you need to be aware of your
tendency to act in a rather compulsive, demanding way towards others.
May 2 to May 4, 2019 (2 days) peaking Friday

Sun Oppos Ura

Relationships go awry or at least take an unexpected turn. The need for more freedom, independence, or
novelty on your part, or on the part of someone close to you, may disrupt the status quo in an important
relationship. You may also come into contact with someone who is very different from yourself and who
challenges, surprises, or upsets you. Expect the unexpected in your relationships!
May 3 to May 4, 2019 (1 days) peaking Friday

Ven Sqr Moon

The craving for sweetness and comfort in the form of loving affection or food is strong now. This is a good
time to baby yourself and also to spend time with the people who love and appreciate you the most. Also, you
are feeling rather tender and softhearted and may do something maternal on impulse (such as take home a
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stray kitten, offer to babysit, buy a gift for your family, etc.).
May 3 to May 5, 2019 (2 days) peaking Saturday

Sun Qucnx Plu

Past mistakes, infringements, or secrets come back to haunt you now, but you may feel that your hands are
tied in any attempt to rectify these matters. Areas or relationships in which you have misused authority and
control cause distress at this time. While direct action to resolve or balance these problems may not be
possible, you must be aware of what is going on, lest an unconscious collusion on your part contributes to the
situation. Avoid either the victim's or the tyrant's role.
May 3 to May 5, 2019 (2 days) peaking Saturday

Ven Trine Nep

At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also to the feelings and needs of others. It is easy for you to
give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly with other people and spiritual values are more
important than material ones at this time.
May 3 to May 5, 2019 (2 days) peaking Saturday

Merc Trine Sat

The emphasis is now on long-range financial planning, thinking about future security, and formulating
strategies to achieve your ambitions. Your ability to study quietly, to concentrate on complex mental work,
and to think deeply about serious matters is much better than usual. This is a good time to organize your
affairs and also to seek professional advice about your concerns.
May 4 to May 5, 2019 (1 days) peaking Saturday

Ven Sxtil Sun

Opportunities for friendship, cooperation, love, and shared happiness arise. The warmth and good will you
generate now is likely to be a benefit to you both now and later on. You feel especially friendly and sociable.
Influences starting this week
May 1 to June 8, 2019 (38 days) peaking Friday

Mars 2nd H

If you have been passive or nonchalant about business affairs, finances, and material security, you will begin
taking a more active, positive attitude toward this area of your life. Increased ambition and enterprise are
likely, but arguments over money are also more frequent than usual now.
May 2 to June 5, 2019 (34 days) peaking Thursday

Ven 12th H

You are not likely to be very gregarious or sociable now, and you may feel that you cannot be openly
affectionate with someone you care about. You may have romantic yearnings for someone that is unavailable
to you, and great discretion regarding this relationship may be called for.
On the other hand, a friend or loved one may need you very much. You could be called upon to give to or care
for them without getting much personal enjoyment or pleasure at the moment, except through serving them in
an unselfish way.
May 4 to May 6, 2019 (2 days) peaking Sunday

Merc Trine Mars

This is a good time to assert your own needs and desires, to communicate to others what you really want. You
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are sharp, clear, decisive, and articulate. You can't stand being idle now; you are ready for challenging,
intellectual activities and attacking difficult problems on the job.
May 5 to May 7, 2019 (2 days) strengthening

Sun Sxtil Moon

Support from close friends, family, and the women in your life gives you confidence now. This is a good time
to mend fences and ameliorate problems in your home life.
Influences ending this week
April 28 to April 29, 2019 (1 days) weakening

Merc Sqr Moon

Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your interactions with others now, and
you may not be very objective.
This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been holding on to for some time.
Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering, daydreaming about, and
reflecting on the past is likely.
April 28 to April 30, 2019 (2 days) peaking Monday

Merc Sxtil Sun

This is a busy time; communicating and getting in touch with others is very likely. Numerous phone calls,
letters, meetings, errands, or discussions bring you into contact with others. This is a good time to brainstorm
with others, share ideas, and come to a group consensus.
April 28 to April 30, 2019 (2 days) peaking Monday

Merc Trine Nep

You are inspired creatively, artistically, or spiritually at this time. Your imagination, intuition, and psychic
sensitivity are high now, and you find yourself wanting to paint or listen to music, daydream, or fantasize
rather than concentrate on practical matters.
April 27 to April 29, 2019 (2 days) weakening

Ven Sxtil MC

Meeting people that can benefit your career, getting together with colleagues, or getting to know your
superiors on a more personal, friendly basis is quite likely at this time. Take advantage of all opportunities to
socialize with the people you have professional ties with for the outcome is likely to be quite positive.
April 27 to April 29, 2019 (2 days) weakening

Ven Sxtil Merc

This is a very good time to go to the theater, an art exhibit, or social gathering. You want to see beautiful
things and exchange pleasantries with others. In fact, matters of the heart are on your mind and you may want
to play match-maker now.
April 1 to May 2, 2019 (31 days) weakening

Ven 11th H

Meeting with people who share common ideals or purposes, either on a professional or personal level, will be
very successful now. You have a friendly, cooperative attitude that will help such gatherings flow smoothly.
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You need and want to socialize now. Parties or other gala events are favored. Getting together with a group of
friends to play music or sing would be very satisfying.
Influences spanning the entire week
April 27 to May 19, 2019 (22 days) weakening

Merc 12th H

This is a good time for quiet study and inward reflection. Your intuition and sensitivity to the hidden, behind
the scenes aspects of a situation are operating strongly now. However, you are less inclined to speak your
mind or take a definite stand on important matters. A wait-and-see attitude is likely to characterize this time
period.
April 3 to May 16, 2019 (43 days) weakening

Sun 12th H

Retreating from the world for awhile and spending some quiet time alone to relax and rejuvenate appeals
strongly to you now. You may feel like you are at a low ebb and as if nothing is happening or you may simply
not want to be where the action is. Competitive ambitions and ego drives are on hold now.
March 9 to May 10, 2019 (62 days) weakening

Nep Sqr Sun

Your energy level is lower at this time and you are susceptible to catching colds and other illnesses. Regular
exercise is excellent for you, but avoid pushing yourself too far as your body doesn't withstand stress and
exertion very well now. Also, avoid making drastic changes to your diet. Improving your diet, of course, is
beneficial, but your body is sensitive and unlikely to adapt well to sudden changes.
Your motivation and ambition weakens now. You are in a receptive, open-minded mood, and you do not
assert yourself as aggressively as usual. You are quite impressionable, in fact, and can be easily talked into
doing something that you normally would not do. You can also be deceived and manipulated by others. Do not
allow yourself to be pressured into things. Be circumspect and extra careful in all of your dealings.
Disappointments and inadvertent mistakes of all kinds are likely, but you can prevent many problems by being
extra careful to analyze and meticulously go over important matters.
An occasional escape from your usual routine is beneficial for you now. This is a good time to vacation,
engage in art work or music, attend retreats and spiritual or religious gatherings. Reading fantasy or fairy tales
and watching movies is also particularly enjoyable now. This is an excellent time to pursue spiritual, religious,
or psychic areas. However, this is not a good time to join a church, change religions, or embrace a new
religious philosophy because you are very gullible and easily deceived now.
If you have any tendency to drink to excess or use drugs, the temptation to do so now is very strong - but don't
do it! In fact, even drugs used for medical purposes have pronounced psychological, and sometimes physical,
effects now.
You may lose self-confidence now or you may swing to the opposite extreme and suffer from delusions of
grandeur. In either case, your fantastic and idealistic notions of your inner potential clash with the reality of
what you have made of yourself. Try not to have unreasonable expectations of yourself. Keep your ideals
strong, but remember that ideals should inspire you with a vision of what is possible rather than make you feel
bad about current conditions.
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March 29 to June 1, 2019 (64 days) peaking Tuesday

sat oppos ven

A difficult time in love relationships is virtually unavoidable at this time. Areas which you have neglected in
your relationship come back to haunt you now. For example, if you have been inconsiderate, domineering, or
forgetful of the other person's needs, you may find that your mate is now completely tired of trying to coerce
you into cooperating, and a feeling of distance develops in the relationship. You are likely to find that you
now need to devote more time to helping the other person and giving more to the other person, rather than
simply enjoying his/her company and taking him/her for granted.
During this time period you attempt to restructure your love relationship. Traits in the other person that
previously were minor annoyances now seem like major obstacles. You become very picky about the other
person, and you see him/her as too demanding or too independent, too domineering or too passive, lacking in
romance and style, or else too mushy and corny. You are very difficult to please now because you've decided
what you want in your relationship and you want it now. Your mate may be pressuring you in a similar way to
act differently. You must come to grips with what you really want in a relationship and whether the
relationship you are in is right for you. If you become sufficiently frustrated, a separation will occur or you
will become increasingly lonely, feeling distant from others and unfulfilled in your love needs. On the other
hand, if the two of you feel like you have found what you are looking for, then the relationship will become
even stronger and the commitment to support and help each other even greater.
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